Be Part of the ITA Spring Tech Challenge
Make connections. **Win up to $1,000.**

The ITA Spring Tech Challenge is a programming/coding skills and teamwork competition for female-identifying students at U.S. based universities, led by the Illinois Technology Association (ITA). In its 10th year, the challenge will be going all-female for the first time, to help celebrate women in tech. More than just a competition, it’s really about making new connections – with women from different universities as well as female leaders working at some of Chicago’s biggest technology companies.

**Compete and #codelikeawoman:**
- Complete the qualify tech challenge in any coding language
- Compete anytime, anywhere with our virtual platform between April 10-16

**Fall ITA Tech Challenge**

If you like this challenge, enjoy coding and the ability to meet and network with other women in tech, look forward to our ITA Tech Challenge between September 19–24. The Top 40 scorers out of all initial exams at the participating universities, will be invited to stay in downtown Chicago for the Final Challenge, October 17–18. In the Final Challenge, you will be divided into groups and tasked to solve a real world problem.

**For more information:**
Contact jessica@illinoistech.org